Savantis : Enable
We are enablers and educators
focused on helping you build and
develop the internal capabilities
and talent needed to successfully
complete SAP projects, or to
P A R and
T N Eto
R enhance
S F O R your
V A LSAP
U E
support
footprint independently.

Our Mission is to become true
partners with our customers and
team members, being focused on
the same objectives that they are
focused on — efficiency and
competitiveness.

No matter where you are in the
SAP lifecycle, we can offer you
value-added capabilities.

SAP. Training.
Training and educating your workforce with the right SAP knowledge
and skills they need to meet your strategic goals is a crucial factor in
achieving system proficiency, acceptance and a rapid return on your
ERP investment. Savantis offers a full suite of SAP training and
education courses, delivered by certified SAP Instructors, Curriculum
Designers and Consultants in North America.
Our SAP educational services include project team training, end user
training, SAP content development, and post implementation refresher
education. Our services are designed to meet your workforce’s learning
needs as well as your organization’s unique implementation and
business objectives.

We have a

Service for that:
DELIVER —
Rapid to Value

SAP Implementation with
complete solution offerings in
the areas of SAP for retail and
wholesale, HANA, Mobility,
Netweaver Identity
Management, Rental and
other point solutions

ENABLE – Capability
Design & Training & Build,
Education

SUPPORT –
Embedded

through SAP’s world-class AMS,
hosting and functional support
models

Competency Based Learning
With Savantis' competency-based approach to SAP Learning, you can
customize your SAP training curriculum to meet your company’s and
your team’s learning needs - within your budget. We enable you to
‘custom-build’ your SAP curriculum based on the actual competencies
and skills your team needs to master.

Experienced SAP Consultant-Instructors
Our team consists of experienced and certified consultant instructors
that have been teaching since 1998. Our consultant instructors deliver
SAP training when they are not on projects, assuring they bring recent
and invaluable implementation and support experience into the classroom. They continually learn and reaffirm their on-the-job education in
SAP business processes and configuration.

SAP Training Delivery made easy
Unlike our competitors we provide flexibility in
scheduling trainings so they fit your schedule and
unique needs. What makes us truly unique is our
ability to deliver a hands-on, fully functional SAP
training environment with little or no hardware or
software set-up through our Hosted Labs solution.
And we offer multiple delivery mechanisms
(classroom instructor-led, virtual instructor-led, webbased or a blended approach) ensuring your learners
learn the skills they need, at the right time, in the
right place. Our inclusive training labs approach to
teaching strikes the best balance between lecture
and ‘hands-on’ learn-ing. And did we mention we
accommodate both large and small group training
requests?

Savantis automates the entire set-up, delivery, and
tear down of an SAP training lab environment –
eliminating the most cumbersome technical and
administrative functions. You no longer have to put
limitations on class enrollment and you can easily
accommodate last minute enrollments.
With Hosted Labs you are able to deliver hands-on
train-ing classes anywhere, anytime, around the
world, while managing the content and processes
from one single location. Whether it’s for classroom
instructor-led or online training. Hosted Labs run
without a hitch so our consultant-instructors can
focus on raising SAP software proficiency, while
reducing your delivery costs.

Key Benefits

Hands-on based path to
SAP Training success

• Flexibility

We can all agree that hands-on labs are critical to an
effective learning program: proficiency, comprehensi
on and retention depend on it. However, providing
such hands-on labs comes with many challenges
which all too often send even well-run training
programs off-course. With our Hosted Labs solution it
doesn’t have to be that way.

• Value through customized curricula

• Competency based SAP curricula
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Follow Us

• Experienced and Certified Instructors
• Hands-on heavy through Hosted Labs
• Applied learning anytime, anywhere

